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The tiqo of nntttrAditTonal adolescent literature in

the secondary classroom and teacher training for this usage are

discussed in this paper. After outlining a humanistic approach to

adolescent erasure, in which studerte are taught to use litermt

to illuminate their lives, the paper contrasts such at approach to

the teaching of traditional literature, in which the emphasis is on
understanding the text. It tells how certain societal changes have

promoted the accentance of adolescent literature a$ a serious genre
and discusses the classroom focus on sociological, psychological'

ethical' and ideological aspects of literary works. It next outlines

the need for college methods courses it adolescent literatAre and

presents guidelines for the selection of adolescent literature that

are given to students in one methods course. The value of small group

instruction in teaching adolescent literature is discussed, and
suggestions are offered for the division of students into groups for
cless.organitation and for possible group activities. Finally,
teacher-developed learning activity packets are described, the value

of using then are Listed, and suggestions are provided for
incorporating questions and activities based on a hierarchy of
thinking skills ranging trom the factual to the conceptual and

evaluative. (GT)
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The following paper discusses teacher preparation for t

newly important field of young adult literature also referred to

as adolescent literature)

first the teacher must define adolescent literature and

develop a yardstick for its selection. Then the appropriate m- hodol

m ust be developed. The methodology advocated here is termed,

humanistic and it focuses on the use of this literature to make

the world and self knowable to the young adult. The necessity for

this methodology derives from the paperback revolution and the

replacement of reading with television.

Methodidlogy in adolescent literature is based primarily

on small groups lethin the larger classroom since it is in small

groups that the maximum number of students will receive the opportumit

to discuss the significance of adolescent literature to world and

self. Teacher prepared materials for these small groups are

gY

referred to here as LAPs, Learning Activity Packets. One is

given to each student for each litemary work studied and in this

LAP are incorporated all of the activities, tests, and teaching

for the duriti4on of the work. LAPS include large group, small

group,and individual work and also incorporate a variety of

questions and activities based on a hierarchy of thinking skills

raning from the factubi, at the bottom of the hierarchy to the

concebtaill and evaluative at the tpp. The Use of these LAPS

serves to develop thinking kkills, to develop autonomy, and to

give students a total approach to their studies rather than the

fragmented day by day studgathat now exists in large measure in our

schools.



This paper is concerned with.the use o ditivnai

adolescent literature in the secondary school slat Broom and with

teacher training for this usage.

What is Adolescent Literatur

Inclusively, adolescent Xiterature is any liter ad

by adolescents. During the 1960's in.the United states, an

increasingly in the United Kingdom, A large number of books

began to be published that were written specifically for adolese

cents. These books rival adult books in their willingness to deal

openly with all askpects of contemporary life, aspects which have

traditionally been taboo in the.classroom and include such

matters as early sexuality, homesexuality_ child abuse, addiction,

mental disorder, disease and.death, .And others.Such books are

increasingly read by secondary school students both in and out of

the classroom, and, in some 04s061. the same books are read by

adults.

The_gue4nistipApproaoh.

Mlle methodology that I employ ist at students in my methods

courses are trained to teach adolescent literature not as an end

in itself but rather in terms of how it illuminates life. The

procedure for young readers is to move outward, from literature to

life. This technique is described as divergent and it employs

questions which ask such things as : compare, contrast, imagine,

project, complete, express your own opinion, explain similarities

to this matter in your own life,or%in life about you, and

discuss the - matter which is the focus of this book in relation to
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the approach in other wcirks you have read.°

This is a different hod from that minployed in the teachin

f traditional literate the classioe) in which the movement was

inward, from the student s life to the text. This approach is

termed convergent and its end goal is not, ea with the divergen

approach, the understanding of life, bet iest hbberthhe underotandine

of the work of literature under consideration. In this more

traditional approach, the student is there for the literature, ratherr

than the literature existing to serve the student needs.

The purpose of traditional methodology was to take the studlint

deeper and deeper into the text. This resuleed in detailed

examinations which often dealth with minutiae and with boring

line - byline analyses of great works which so bored and alienated

students that they became unable to comprehend either the greatness

pf the works or their' significance to them.

With traditional literature, the emphasis was on the text and

on the teat. For adolescent literature, the emphasis is on student

response and the illumination of life.

ror the traditional literature curriculum a certain body of

work was selected and required, regardless of student interest.

With adolescent literature ( and this could not have occurred with-

Out the paperback revolution) there is a multi-text
approach and

students are given freedom to select and read those books which

Interest them, amuse them, or hold out promise to them of

increased comprehension of the difficult adolescent stage of life.
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Many of the traditional Jiteraty works taught in the secondary

school dealt with the Past. Most adolescent literature works deal

with the present and cover such Subjects as ethnicity and moral

coneciousness.Much adolescent literature explains the cultural

experiences of non-Anglo groups in .a pluralistic society. In

England this might be the West,Indian experience in a London slum

and in the United States adolescent literature govern the black

experience, the American Indian experience,the Chicano experience,

the Jewish experience, the migrant worker experience, and others.

Traditional literature, by and large, was concerned with

the histor 1-cultural experience. Adolescent literature is con-.

corned with the contemporary-cultural experience.

The a44eir teaching techniquesnemployed for traditional literature
I J01.64.4

were the lecture, note-taking ading a4.11A-4.4wki-ri.*mal---and test

taking. All of these methods, oAmgcmcmigim are also valid and may

be employed with adolescent literature, but the emphasis with this

genre should be on dialogue, classroom discussion, discussion in

small groups. The classroom is viewed, not as the place in which to

listen to a lecture which may merely replicate,what already exists

in critical works, but instead, as an arena for dialogue about the

issues raised in the work, a place.to share, argue, and'above all,

to clarify perceptions about life.

*Because of this emphasis on contemporeirity certain works, which
focus on current events rather than the human condition in the midst
of such events, become quickly dated. These books are of dubious
value when their context is no longer significant in the teenager's
immediate world. To discard such works does not imply an overwhelming
expense since they are probably in paperbakc and, in addition, the
multi-text approach indiattes that.not too many copies of any line
work will be published.
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o Jet Chan and Adol s

Certain societal changes have helped in the --a ptance of

adolescent literature as A serious .genre. The.tirst, as mentioned

abCve, has been the paperback revolution which made it possible,

to develop curricula from the multi-text vantage point and tc'

require less of a financial investment than was previously the

case with hardcover works.

In addition, the nature q- literature is being questioned
today more seriously than ever before.as a result of the shift in

student allegiance from books to television. Literature is

affeelbhdd by shifts both within the literary world and within

society. The broad effect of this upheaval in literature means that

the student comes to class less to,receiVe
teacherlleetnueosoen

the truth as he perceives it and more to learn how to comprehend

life through literature and how .to .use the truths in his own life..
Because of this relationship between current society and

adolescent literature, the focus of class discussion usually
includes one or more of the following categories: 1) the sociological;
how are the characters in this work affected by socioeconomic
factors? This will be stressed more in relation to one work than
in relation to another. It is a particularly relevant category in
terms of minority groups and in terms of economic level. 2) the
psychological. What is notable in the psychological makeup of
individual or family, which animates the story line. This is a
particularly relevant category for work dealing with mental and
emotional deviance, works such as One Flew Over the Cuckoo Nest
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by Keil Roney or The Bell J Sylvia Plath.3) The Ethical. This

includes the idea of poetic justice and.als000ves into the values

realms of author and of characteis within the work. What are the

values of Huckleberry Finn? Was it ebbica) of him to help aim,

the runaway slave to escape. What .of the.ethics of hunt Polly, who,

when Buck says, "nl'm replies That's good

because sometimes people do get.hurt..,This ethical category often

overlaps with the next category, .the ideological. 4) The.Ideplogica

refers to beliefs and ideas, both of the author and of the

hhaaeeters in the novkl. For example, in the above work, what

is Twain's philosophy about slavery, about violence, about the

nature of the .merican frontier.

The core of adolescent ltteatture is therefore,. its relation

to the student's immediate human concerns .and.affects the stddent's

sense of human personality and comprehension.of.human society. The

teaching and study of adolescent _literature ie thus viewed as

both interdisciplinary and humanistic and such_study includes

subjects usually thought of .as the province.of the sociologist,

the psychologitt, the philosopher .or the historian.

The priarily contemporary setting of adolescent literatu

its focus on adolescent problems dhbehaviort,its clarity of

language and allusion, its lack ambiguity in relations to questions

of right and wrong, its epphants on straightforward plot and

character presentation, its highlighting.of ethical dilemmas, and
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its relation to social and political .eventS a hhe contemporary

World mean that the student reading a yougg adult novel in

learning more about self and the ward than about what is in the

novel. The work provides a jumping-voff.plade,of his examinat en

of self and the world. This approach focunes.on student work as

possessing more siguif canoe Lot the young reader_than'has the

work itself.

Asects o Teaoha Adolesc

is possible for a secondary English teacher to have had

litt a or no experience with adolescent literature. The classics

that are read by English majors in college are rarely the works

that hhe new teacher will be using, and the co lege methods used

to teach them are rarely useful,in.the secondary school.

I have had future English teachers come into my undergraduate

thods classes, and practicing', experienced teachers come into

graduate methods classes, who ,have read.nomorks about the

American Indian, Blacks, Jewsc.Orientals, life in regions of the

United States different from their own, etc _Some students, for

xatnple, when first exposed to Return.to.Manzanar,by Jean Houston,

a book about the internment ,of.Jaeanese.Americans .during World

Warr II, had never heard of this shameful ,event .in our national

history.

Another illustration might be the recently acclaimed television

a ROOTS. Over and over againdammbers for the publ, on being

viewed, stated that they.had.never before known how the black
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got here from Africa

said they now felt new s

mistreated he ,was ft+nrwatd. M n

thy forlmerican bl eke, after having
been exposed to thoir*hietery. Thin .is exactly the kind of infer-
motion that would have bean .made acceasible.to them thr6ugh Adoleacen
Literature. Many teachers who come into my methods classes know

far more about life and literature in.eighteenth-eentury England

than they do about ethnicethnic.and socioeconomic groups in their

own country, in the past and in the ,present.

Xn addition, many of these teachers have .never th maelvels

in situationa in which they could Xreely, without inhibition

ar, confront, discuss, and begin to understand their own

fe lingo about such aspects of contemporary life as homosoxualtLyr

acoholism, drug addicition, the prenaton of inatitutiona, and

child abuse. Many adults go through.their.lives without ever
having the opportunity to.discuss.such matters An constructive,

controlled circumstances..The college classroom gives them this

opportunity, which they may later.extand.to their own secondary

school students.

A college methods course .in.adolesoent ,literature is essential

to acquaint teachers with ,a variety .of books.in.this ge to

explore methods and materials for teaching.thesemorks. and to

give teachers the opportunity to examine their own feelings about

the controversial episodes and ideas contained in these works.

Which Adolescent Literature

Good adolescent literatuze attempts to tell the truth. Bad

adolescent literature prestends totell the truth but confuses
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aeritiunent ity with eentirment, pandore to the cheap triumph, an

sacrifices; the univernal for he topical. It attempts to feed on

the youth culture, to espouse values it thinks young people will

respond to, and to pretend c eeneso intrwest and sincerity, o

in order to sel

Poor adolescent iitoratnre in -xotnarkably like, ad ert

send spurious products to the reader viewer) by appealing to

the basest emotions ear, dread, the daaire for conformity) r

y

than by making the reader think. This kind of literature uses

current alarnj, current valuea, current trends, and, fortunately,

is generally as transitory as Asa most popular songs Teachers mutt

be particularly wary of this kind of book because it is often

flashy and appealing - -an interesting, involving, and tempting

a cheap or violent television show. The medium is often so impressive

that the reader is overwhelmed by it and doon not have time to

think about the lack of massage.

Teache a in training are given the following guidelines fo

selection of, adolescent literature when they are students in any

methods classes.

1. Good adolescent literature meets adequate literary standards.

2. Good adolescent literature helps young people become more in

touch with themselves by establishing a common bond with the

rest of humanity.

3. Good adolescent literature shows young people tha

their problems.

11

others share
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4. Good adolescent literature h Pa make the world knowable by

telling the truth.

S. Without being didaetia, good adolescent literature affirms and

reaffirm these Valued that keep people hoping, that give young

people the strength to continue to grow.

G. Good adolescent literature helps to col, the values and

that result in4ipathy, diaillunionmentr and retreat.

7. Good adolescent literature has a humania io bane of respect for

human beings.

8. Good adolescent literature deala with eternal problems rather

than with the transitory, commercialized, manufactured mores of

the youth culture.

9. Good adolescent literature reflects the affirmative, hopeful

Viaition of the twenty-first century, embodied in the Humanist

Manifesto, which says, in part:

Humanity, to survive, requires bold and daring measures.
We need to extend the uses of scientific method, not
renounce them, to fuse reason with compassion in order
to build constructive sogial and moral values. The
ultimate goalsnhould be the fulfillment of the potential
for growth in each human, ersonality--not for the favored
few, but for all of humankind. Only a shared world and
global measures will suffice.

A humanist outlook will tap the creativity of each
human being and provide the vision and courage for us to
work together. This outlook emphasizes the role human
beings can play in their own spheres of action....Humanism
can provide the purpose and inspiration that so many seek;
it can give personal meaning and significance to human life...
Humanism is an ethical process through which we all

12
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an. ItvC76, above and beyond the particulars,

blarcic personalitie, dogmatic creeds, and rittial criS ra

cof past religions or their sere negati-on...for -us, ft do
vA5Jori of hope, a direction Ecr sati.sfyitig staavivaal. (1)

adolescent fit ra ure

the cakE3sroora in whtch aAoLescent 13.te.ratuxe ie. taught ohouad

bye vieweci rrimarily axerga fox the exchange of ideasi. Vharefore

the mojox teaabing technLque will Ile the ume fof small grcursz

wrhirniri the classroom. The purposes. for the division into Rama

Troupo are the following:

. Ztvdents who are inhibite& iii r n i a a gcy tgrowp
will more readily participate.

E:). *lore students can be sinaultemeously- involve:1.

leer teaching is inescapable.
Mi.$cipline problems are citnixishear
:the present primary- cardinal sin, La
Necessity, rather than a cxirne.

fo3.

nee te-lkincr
xpeated and i a

e. n'1243 class atmosphere rel.axea, thus freeing mtudesita to
locu.s On content, rattier than on form.
nthe teacher is freed to ina-ve arogiddtbile clamaroorm d As
-true able to have ixidioadual contact with mazy mcre
t-sdents per period..

Mialogue and the exchange of ideas, ssential, fo tke tte cltil
dOE adolescent literatukre, e Ancras-ed .

-a arranging these small groups vary. Sc m variatdons

a. 2andom gronpin
ith-tbe etude

2;13; right, oraiiii a into groups of folur
sittir2g arctund you.

3., litwron:ist flanitestos I anc1 XI,.. Pzornetheuo Books
Avenue; Bra Et.-1371757frisil Vox- I-1421.5 1973.



a
as follows :

b. Purposeful grouping, devised before the class period. In
this case, names of group members can either be dittoed
or posted before the class begins in order to minimize
confusion.

There are various kinds of purposeful grouping. They are

a. One leader per group tc make sure the grc uo functions.

b. No leaders per group. ( all leaders put together in one
group, to ensure additional participation)

c. Socialization group to help young people mak a friends.

d. Grouping for peer teaching.

e. Grouping for special skills and abilities.

f. Remedial grouping.

Activities to be performed by groups also vary.

follow:

a. All groups doing the same work ( based on 1S, Learning
Activity Packets)

b. Each group working or _a different book.

One or more small groups going to the library,

d. One group preparing a creative dramatics assignment.

One or more research groups going to the library, interviewing
someone, go ing on a field trip.

f. One group preparing a_debate.

g. One group working on ana related art ep
music, crafts, etc.)

The duration of groups also varies. Possibilities are:

a. Groups for one day.

b. Groups for longer periods of time, depending on the tai

c. Groups to rein constant throughout the reading of a book:

_0118

al,

14
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The organization of groups within one class period alao

varies in the following ways:

a. Groups work throughout the period..

.b. Groups work for part of the period, then assemble as an

entire class.

a. Groups work for _ entire period, then go into individual,

follow -up -tasks for homework.

d. Groups work on special problems while the remainder of the
class works individually or as a whole/

The heart of the teaching of adolescent literature ifi the

Learning Activity Packet ( LAP), which is prepared in advance by

the teacher. The LAP and its objectives are addressed to the

students so that an objective would be phrased,' You will understand_

how Mark Twain uses the symbolism of sea and shore in siu_derr

Finn ", rather than as was usually the case in the past, that the

objectives were addressed by the teacher to the teacher so that

an objective would read:" Teach symbolism in Huckleberry Finn.

The values of the LAP are the following:

a. The students see the entire course of study for a

particular wor1c ( novel, individual story or poen, or
group of stories and poems, etc.) laid out before_ them
instead of, as was usually the case with traditional
teaching, going from day to day, in fragmented fashion,

with the teacher the only one who understands the total

plan.

b. The students have the responsibility for fulfilling the
total plan which is.given to them with completeness and

clarity.

There is ample opportunity for students to clarify confusio

with teacher and peers.

15
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d. Tim LAP is like a roadmap. It provides for individu
group, and class work. All materials can be used for anYl
one of these three arrangements.

e. The LAP encourages a student-centered approach to curricula

building.

Using a LAP frees the:teacher during class time to cireula
work with small groups or individuals, handle any problems
that might arise. Instead of performing in front'of the
class as chief actor, the teacher is freed to act as guide,
consultant, and facilitator.

g. Once a LAP has been prepared, it provides for maximum
flexibility in grouping, because the Same LAP can be
used by individuals, small groups, and the entire class.

h. The students know exactly what to do even if the teacher
is absent and a substitute presides.

i. The LAPS provide an excellent, concrete body of work on

which to base student evaluation. Record keeping is
simplified.

Once the teacher has done the initial work of preparing a
LAP, he or she can amend it each time the literary. work on

which it is based is used.

Both the
Questions for Inclusion 1

Questions from each of the following four categories should

be included in the LAP. The proportion of each type of question is

determined by the nature of the specific work. One work may require

more attention to new voaabulary works, one less, one work may

have less relation to life, one more ( thus necessitating more or

less divergent questions), etc. But the good LAP indicates awaren s

f these different categories and awareness of their position on

the cognitive scale. A teacher aware of thtisehierarchy could not

rest exclusively on abstract vocabulary work.

1
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The hierarchy of thinking skt lls on which questions

activities should be based is the following:

1. Factual. Under this heading come yes-no questionss, factual

qua s, multiple choice, fill-ins, definitions, etc. This

category contains questions essentially lacking in ambiguity.

2. Convergent. These are questions that draw together a number'-,

of ficts and require analysis of those facts. Convergent

questions stay within the confines of the particular work

under study. They are the literary analysis questions dealing

with matters such as plot, character, and setting. They require

the reader to read between the lines, to draw conclusions, to

interpret.

Divergent. These are questions that go outside the individual

work. They require knowledge and understanding of more than

one work. Comparison and contrast questions fit into this

category. "Compare the treatment of the mentally ill_in

One Flew over the Cuckoo's .Nest and I Never Promised You a Roe

Garden."Divergent questions also relatiEW literary T.76-FliCto

society and to the life of the reader. A student reading Earl

Shaptio's "Auto Wreck" may be asked to use that as a springboa

for writing about an automobile accident he has witnessed

or experienced.

4. gancsall.This is the highest category of these four and

here students are asked to arrive at categories, at general

at concept development, at evaluation techniques. " After

reading Tyll ee. Benito Cereno, and Bartlex the Scriven

describe and evaluate RaWile's world view."

This paper has attempted to describe the newly emerging d

of young adult literature in terms of teacher preparation for

teaching in the secondary school classroom.

1?


